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Premium Damp Mop Ocean
The Damp Mop Ocean is specially designed to be effective on structured floors and to pick-up larger dirt particles like sand and breadcrumbs. The base of the Damp
Mop Ocean is made of extra long loops and therefore
reaches into grouts on ceramic and other uneven floors.
These properties make the mop perfect for areas such as
kitchens, entrances, bathrooms, etc.
The white loops in the Damp Mop Ocean are made of
ACTEX® and the blue loops are made of traditional cottton and polyester materials. ACTEX® picks up and
retains dirt. The cotton functions as a water holder and
the polyester distributes the water on the floor. This combination of different materials results in a very high capacity mop with the ability to pick up dirt, small and large
particles and to cover large areas, whilst and still being
able to moisten the floor.

Art. No:

Description:

Approx. Size:

Approx. Weight:

642290030

Damp Mop Ocean 40

43* x 13 cm
16.9* x 5.1 in
29* x 13 cm
11.4* x 5.1 in

90 g
3.2 oz
60 g
2.1 oz

642300030 Damp Mop Ocean 25
*Average length
Material mop:

ACTEX® - 2-years performance guarantee. 80% Polyester, 20% Cotton.
Approved according to Öko-Tex Standard 100.
Material backing: 100% Polyester.

How do you use the Premium Damp Mop
Ocean?

Where do you use the Premium Damp Mop
Ocean?
Use it for all types of floors. The design of the mop makes it specially suited
for heavily soiledy areas such as kitchens, entrances, bathrooms, toilets,
laundries, garages and for uneven floors like ceramic floors.
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Machine wash at up to max 92°C, 198°F.
Tumble dry at up to max 92°C, 198°F.
Never use chlorine or other bleaches.
Use an environmentally friendly detergent.
Never use softeners in the rinse water.
Wash separately because the products will otherwise
gather lint from other fabrics.
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Moisten the mop with water. Wring it out well so it’s only slightly damp.
Only use water. No detergents or other substances.
Damp mop after dry mopping for the best possible results.
For those spots difficult to remove, step on the mop and scrub by pushing
the your foot back and forth.

